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It is so hard to believe that it is already part

way through May!  Flowers are starting to

pop out of the ground and the trees are

getting buds and the weather is getting

warmer  Hopefully there will be something

in the Newsletter to brighten your day and

inspire you to try something new - I think I

am going to try to learn some new dance

moves and surprise everyone when this is

over!
 

I would like to wish all the mothers,

grandmothers and special ladies a very

happy Mother's Day!  Even if we might not

be with all our loved ones on Sunday, we

can call, Skype or Zoom and know that we

love and are loved.

 

  

 

Email rccsgeneral@belleville.ca with your

suggestions, pictures, recipes, etc so we can

share them with all our readers.  Our wonderful

50+ Centre volunteers will also be sharing tips,

techniques and information in each edition. 

 

If you no longer wish to receive the newsletter,

please click the unsubscribe button on the

email or call 613-966-4632.
 

Alternate format available upon request.
 
 

Please check the City of Belleville  COVID-19
Response page for information and links to

other important websites.
 

 

Spring Is Here!
BY KAREN - RECREATION PROGRAMMER

May 8, 2020 
Hello Again!
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Drumming For Health
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Picture Perfect

Just For Fun!
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Canada's National Ballet School
 

In this time of the COVID-19 crisis, when all of

our Community Dance programs remain on

pause, we want you to know that the NBS

Sharing Dance community is here for you—to

help you engage in creative movement,

physical activity, and artistic connection

wherever you are.
 

Over the past couple of weeks, we have curated

some of our resources, and developed brand

new ones to help you bring dance into your

home. The resources are free, easy to access,

and include the following:

 

Resources for Seniors
• Joyful music, engaging activities, and

adaptable exercises are the hallmarks of the

resources we’ve created in partnership with

Baycrest Health Sciences. Use the resources

directly, or—if you are caring for an older family

member or work in an environment that needs

additional resources during this period of social

distancing—share them with your community.

 

NBS Sharing Dance Choreography—for All
Ages
Learn through step-by-step videos, explore how

collaboration and support for one another

enables us to rise and face challenges in our

lives—a theme that has taken on poignant new

meaning for many people in the world.
 

We will continue to launch exciting new

content in the coming weeks, so we encourage

you to check back frequently. 
 

Have fun learning some new dance moves on

your own or get some friends to join you on

Zoom for your own dance parties!

 

 

Keeping Active
 

Regular physical activity is vital to

maintaining a healthy body and mind and

during these challenging times, it is more

important than ever to take care of your

physical and mental health.  
 

 

As with all exercise programs, when using

these routines, you need to use common

sense and modify as needed. 
 

To reduce and avoid injury, you will want to

check with your doctor before beginning

any fitness program. When performing any

fitness exercises, you are performing them at

your own risk. Always go at your own pace

and what feels comfortable. 
 

Here are a few links  that offer fitness class

videos that you can use at home.

 

QSWC Fit Break
 
Seniors Health
 
WaterArt Land Exercises
 
Participaction
 

Matrix Solutions
 

Community Resources

There is a wide variety of organizations and businesses committed to ensuring the health and
well-being of our communities during this uncertain time.  Below is a list of services and

programs to help with this goal.

https://www.nbs-enb.ca/Sharing-Dance/Bring-Dance-Into-Your-Home
https://www.nbs-enb.ca/Sharing-Dance/Bring-Dance-Into-Your-Home/Seniors
https://www.nbs-enb.ca/danceathome/allages
https://quintesportsandwellnesscentre.ca/?page_id=8642
http://www.seniorshealth.ca/
https://www.waterart.org/blog/2020/04/23/exercising-at-home/
https://www.participaction.com/en-ca
https://www.matrixtotalsolutionssupport.com/


Wake               Me
 
 
 
 
 

  When it's oOver
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Wednesday mornings at the Senior Centre or

better known as 50+ Centre, a group of very

talented and not so talented ladies gather

together to share their wealth of knowledge.

It’s called “Stitches”. 

 

Stitches offers a wide variety of hobbies,

knitting, crochet, sewing, quilting, rug

hooking, felting, etc. and the best part is you

don’t have to know how to do any of these

crafty skills as there is always someone ready

to share their talent. 

 

You will be surprised at what’s behind lock

and key in the storage cupboards -  sewing

machines, serger, fabric, yarn, needles, threads

etc, all donated and there to be used. 

 

The best part is we get to socialize, laugh and

make lasting friendships. All this and more for

$5 a year. 

 

During the COVID-19 crisis the group is staying

connected via a ZOOM call Wednesday at 10

am. Even though we are all seniors, we have

mastered the technology of zoom to stay

connected with help from our friends.

Be safe, stay healthy and hope to see you all

soon.

Pandemic Pic
 

Last week I asked everyone to caption the

picture below and here is the winning

caption!.

 

I'm sure some of us feel the same way, but at

least the warmer weather is coming soon!

Keep Busy & Stay Healthy

 
This is a perfect time to take up a new hobby 

and to keep a positive attitude to help to stay happy and healthy!
 

 Invest in Yourself
 
 
 

BY: WENDY - STITCHES VOLUNTEER BY:  DR MICHELLE DURKIN ND- QUINTE
NATUROPATHIC CENTRE

Visit Dr Durkin's Doctor As Teacher blog 
for tips, recipes and educational articles.

Stitches
 
 
 

http://quintenc.ca/blog/


Cheer Baskets
 

 

We attended a free Lunch & Learn in the 50+

Centre and Quinte Gardens was presenting

and we requested more information and tour. 

Yesterday I had a call from Leanne asking how

we were managing and if we needed any help.  I

told her we were ok.  She said she would like to

send a basket of things we think might be useful

as well as some goodies & games.   

The baskets were amazing & so thoughtful.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I hope this note finds you all well and in good

health. With these unprecedented times of

isolation life can be pretty lacklustre to say the

least. I have been brain storming and in the past

few weeks made up some “Cheer Baskets” and

would love to offer them to anyone looking for a

pick me up. 
 

The baskets have many different things in them.

Some of the items are candies, socks , hand

cream, a mug and Quinte Garden's signature

treat which is red pepper jelly. 
 

I also developed a monthly booklet which we call

the Quinte Gardens Reflections Booklet.
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Thank you to everyone who contributed a story, idea or picture so everyone could share in
the warm and fuzzy feeling that being a part of a caring community provides!

 

 

Sharing & Caring

 

BY:  LEANNE - QUINTE GARDENS

BY: A COUPLE OF  50+ CENTRE MEMBERS

 
 

The month of May’s booklet has daily chronicles

for each day of the month, word searches, a

feature on Clint Eastward and some Mother's Day

activities as well. 
 

I would love to send anyone who is interested a

basket and/or a book.  Please call 613-966-5815

ext. 2019 or email Leanne.allport@siennaliving.ca

and leave your name and address so I can send it

out to you.
 

 
 

Older adults and family caregivers need

accessible and trustworthy information at their

fingertips more than ever. 
 

The magazine Who Cares knows who to trust

and we have compiled a 16-page Covid-19

special edition from trustworthy community

resources to help you stay well, stay safe and stay

home. 
 

Please call 613-403-2028 to have a copy mailed

to you if you don't have access to the internet.

Who Cares Magazine
 
 
 

BY:   GARRY BUFFETT - PUBLISHER

http://siennaliving.ca/
https://care.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0fca8d969df28c37b709c1236&id=3c1ad0f978&e=e833fc1e71
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Art, like many other disciplines has its own

unique language and sometimes the terms

used can be confusing.  

 

If you were to talk about the actual colour of a

particular object, you would use the word

hue.  However if you were describing the

lightness or darkness of an object, you would

use the word tone.  That may seem quite

straightforward, except we have to take into

consideration that every colour produces a

wide range of lighter and darker tones.  These

tones are often relative and impacted by how

much dark or light is around them.  When a

colour is surrounded by white, the contrast

created gives the illusion of the colour being

darker.    

 

The tool that every artist needs to

develop, regardless of the medium they are

using, is the artist’s eye.  This means that you

have to teach yourself to see the different

tones.  As a rule, the lighter hues such as

yellows will produce a reduced range of tones

than the darker hues.  The first step in this

process is to remove the colour so that you are

working with a range of tones using only

black. This is why the graphite pencil is such

an excellent tool to develop an understanding

of tones.

 

So then what is value and what are tonal

values?  Artists for the most part are

working on a flat surface and in order to take

their artwork from a flat drawing on a piece of

paper to a three dimensional subject, the

artist must become the illusionist.  That is why

there is a difference between a linear drawing

and a value drawing. Outlines may define

visible edges, but they fail to give the viewer

information about the light and dark.  The

illusion of light and dark can be achieved by

manipulation. 

Pencil Art

BY GAIL -PENCIL ART INSTRUCTOR

Artists are able to create their illusion of light

by using different colour and tonal values.

 

Similar values used together can create a low

contrast image and a wide range of values will

create a high contrast.  For instance, if you

were drawing a human nose, you would use

only slight changes in value and more

gradients. Where if you were drawing the eye,

you would use a much wider range with

definite contrast.   I like to think of value as

the gradient and texture in my picture. Tone is

what I use to create the contrasts.  Tonal value

is the complete picture.  The sphere located

below is an excellent example of using a wide

range of tone and values to create the

illusion of roundness without a line drawn

around the outer edge.

Getting A Handle On The Terms

Here are some YouTube video links that will

give you instruction on these topics:

Mr. New's Art Class
RapidFireArt

The Virtual Instructor 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qNawqTqUrP0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WR-FyUQc6I&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMr6eimcolc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMr6eimcolc&feature=youtu.be
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Some people say they don’t know how to drum.

Others say they have no sense of rhythm. I say, “If

you have a heart beat, you can drum.”

 

The second Tuesday of every month the

Drumming Circle meets in the 50+ Centre (Closed

due to Covid-19).   We’d love for you to join us and

we want to tell you why.  Drumming makes us

feel young again! There is no right or wrong. We

always laugh heartily. We sing. We chant. And we

play with abandon.

 

Carol, one of our regulars, says, “Drumming to me

sets a calmness of mind and spirit.”  The repetitive

heartbeat groove becomes a meditation and is

soothing and relaxing.

 

Drumming is energizing. Karen, one of our newer

drummers, says,”Drumming feels like drawing

sustaining and healing energy from Mother

Earth.”  It is so natural to snap our fingers or clap

our hands to a lively beat. It feels like a real shot in

the arm when we give ourselves a dose of this

healing medicine.

 

We drum for community. We look forward to

seeing each other and checking in, giving each

other emotional support to help us get through

life’s challenges. We drum for members and

others who are ill or have experienced loss

by using our intention to send healing energy to

those who need it. Working together to make

beautiful music is a joy and a pleasure we share.

 

As an emotional release, what could feel more

cathartic than beating a drum?  So you give your

instrument a good thump or shake or tap to

release any pent up anger, frustration or

annoyance-a healthy way to do it!

 

According to Dr. Christiane Northrup in her article

10 Health Reasons to Start Drumming,

 

 

 
 

“Drumming is a great workout for your brain

because when you drum you access your entire

brain.”   Dr. Northrop adds that “therapeutic

drumming may be a powerful tool in retraining

the brains of people who have some level of

damage or impairment.

 

Drumming brings us into the present moment, a

place where we are not caught up in the past or

worrying about the future. We are just in the flow.

(The Greek origin of the word “rhythm” is “to flow”).

 

And finally, it is an opportunity to express our

creativity-changing the timing, volume, leaving

out beats, syncopating, etc.  Again, an opportunity

to play!

 

We always have extra drums and other

percussion instruments to share. And, the only

requirement is membership in the 50+Centre

which is only $5.00 for the year! I hope we have

convinced you!

 

Would you like to join us now? Don’t have a

drum? Don’t worry! If you join us while we are on

Zoom, you can tap on your table or clap your

hands.  There is no need to join the 50+ Centre

during the COVID-19 isolation.  All are welcome to

participate in Drumming for Health for free.

 

For more information feel free to contact me
at herbsetc2002@yahoo.ca.
 

Drumming for Health
BY SHERRI - DRUMMING FOR HEALTH
VOLUNTEER, TAI CHI & CHI KUNG INSTRUCTOR

http://yahoo.ca/
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Ingredients:
1/4 cup of any mustard (I use grainy dijon

mustard)

1/4 cup olive oil 

1/4 cup soy sauce 

2 tbsps of dried thyme or oregano 

2 tbsps of red wine vinegar or red wine

1 tbsp of worcestershire sauce 

 

Directions:
Whisk together ingredients and put beef or

chicken in to marinate overnight or a few

hours before cooking.

 

Ingredients:
1 8 oz brick cream cheese

1/4 tsp. garlic powder

1 tsp. Italian seasoning

2 cups mozzerella cheese

1 cup cheddar cheese

3/4 cup spaghetti sauce

 

Directions:
- Mix first 3 ingredients and spread in 

   7" x 11" glass pan

- Sprinkle with 1/2 the cheese

- Cover with spaghetti sauce

- Sprinkle rest of cheese on top

- Bake at 350 for 20 minutes

Serve with tortilla chips and enjoy!

I use this recipe a lot for my barbecuing,
especially at our cottage where we can sit
and eat while enjoying the beautiful view. 

 

It makes the meat taste great and the best
part is it's EASY!

.  

Easy BBQ Marinade
BY CHRISTINA - SENIORS LUNCHEON 
AND SCRAPBOOKING VOLUNTEER

Made with love

BY JEAN - NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBER

Pizza Dip

This dip is so quick and easy to make, 
but it tastes delicious and it is one of my
"go-to" snacks that I make when having

friends over. 

Marinating Tip:
 

Marinate food in resealable plastic bags.

Just put the marinade ingredients in the

bag, seal and shake to mix,  Then add your

meat, squeeze out the air and seal.  

This will save room in the refrigerator and

there's no cleanup! 
 

 

Thanks for Sharing! 

Some of our readers have been enjoying the

recipes from the last two editions:
 

Lynn says:

I made the Coffee Cake and it is soooo goood.
 

I am not a baker but the recipe was so easy

and I had all the ingredients in my

cupboard. While it was baking, the aroma of

cinnamon wafted through the house.

When I took it out of the oven, the topping

was bubbling and made my mouth

water. I thought I could limit myself to one

piece a day, but it was too tempting.  

There were a couple of days I had two pieces!

I am looking forward to making it again.
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Welcome Avery Grace!
We would like to congratulate Robbi,

our Dance Gold, Yoga and Pilates instructor,
on the birth of her adorable new

granddaughter 
 

An out-of-towner drove his car into a ditch in
a desolated area. Luckily, a local farmer came

to help with his big strong horse named
Buddy. He hitched Buddy up to the car and

yelled, "Pull, Nellie, pull!" Buddy didn't move.
Then the farmer hollered, "Pull, Buster, pull!"
Buddy didn't respond.Once more the farmer

commanded, "Pull, Coco, pull!" Nothing. Then
the farmer nonchalantly said, "Pull, Buddy,

pull!" And the horse easily dragged the car out
of the ditch. 

 
The motorist was most appreciative and very

curious. He asked the farmer why he called his
horse by the wrong name three times. The
farmer said, "Oh, Buddy is blind and if he
thought he was the only one pulling, he

wouldn't even try!"
 
 

Do you have a picture you would like to

share?  Your adorable pet, the most

amazing sunset or sunrise you have seen,

a beautiful item you have created or

maybe some prize winning flowers you

grew? 

Picture Perfect Just For Fun!
What do you get when you cross-breed

a cow and a shark?
I don’t know, but I wouldn't enjoy

milking it.
 

Did you hear about the claustrophobic
astronaut?

He just needed a little space.

Great Advice!
I bought this teapot at the 

Village Green in Foxboro last fall. 
Little did I know this would become 

my daily motto.
 HEATHER - SENIORS LUNCHEON 

VOLUNTEER

Brain Teasers
 

The Battle of English and Mathematics.
 

1 rabbit saw 6 elephants while going to the
river. Every elephant saw 2 monkeys going

towards the river. Every monkey holds 1 parrot
in their paws. 

How many animals are going towards the river?
 
 

I have cities, but no houses.
I have mountains, but no trees.

I have water, but no fish.
What am I?

 
The answers will be in next week's Newsletter.


